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HOW TO REACH US
The Conference will be held at:
University of Rome III, Department of business studies
Via Silvio d’Amico 77
00145 Roma (Italy)
Located in central Rome, the University of Rome III is easily
accessible by a range of transport including underground
(tube), rail, bus and car. Car parking facilities are available
on request.

“Basilica di San Paolo” Underground station (Line B, i.e. METRO B, Blue colour,) is the nearest to
Department of Business Studies, i.e. 5/10 minutes distance walking.
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DIRECTIONS
FROM THE TERMINI TRAIN STATION (MAIN RAILWAY STATION)
There is a convenient underground link from Termini Station to the University of Rome III. Please:
- Take underground “B line” (direction to: “Laurentina”);
- Get off at Basilica S. Paolo Station;
- Continue to via Gaspare Gozzi;
- Turn on Via Silvio D’Amico till the Department of business studies of Rome III University.
Taxies are available in front of all Railway Station1. The cost of the taxi will be indicated by the taximeter, to
which the luggage fee must be added (around 2 euro).

FROM LEONARDO DA VINCI (FIUMICINO) AIRPORT
There is a convenient rail link from Fiumicino airport. There are two alternative trains:
- One direct to “Stazione Termini” leaving every 30 minutes;
- A train stopping at all urban stations leaving every 15 minutes. To reach us, please:
o get off at “Stazione Ostiense”;
o follow directions to go to “Piramide” underground station on the B line;
o Take B line of underground at Piramide Station (direction: Laurentina);
o Get off at Basilica S. Paolo Station.
Taxies are available in front of all Terminals1. The cost of the taxi service is 48 euro from Fiumicino airport,
inclusive of luggage, for a maximum of four passengers, for all destinations within the Aurelian Walls
delimiting the central area of the city (see the map, page 4). The cost of the service is the same for the
opposite direction also, going from Rome to Fiumicino. For destinations outside of the central area of the
city, the cost will be indicated by the taximeter, to which the luggage fee must be added.
FROM CIAMPINO AIRPORT
Ciampino airport can be reached by different bus lines.
1. The connection by public transports between the airport and the Roma Termini rail station is carried
out by the COTRAL/SCHIAFFINI buses. The ticket costs 5 euro and it can be bought directly in the bus.
For more information: www.schiaffini.com.
2. The connection is, furthermore, carried out by the SITBUSSHUTTLE bus line, which daily connects the
airport to Termini rail station with an average time of 30 minutes. The cost is 6 euros only one way. For
more information: www.sitbusshuttle.it.
3. It is also available a connection with Termini rail station granted by the TERRAVISION company. The
one way ticket costs is 6 euro(adult) and 4 euro (child). Tickets are sold, besides on the aircrafts and on
the web sites of the low cost carriers, also in the boxes in front of the arrival area of the airport and
directly on the web site www.terravision.eu.
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Vehicles providing the City of Rome taxi service are white and have a "TAXI" sign on their roof, as well as an identifying number on their
doors, on the rear, and inside the vehicle. WARNING: Do not trust people who approach you offering taxies: they are more often than not
unauthorized. Any other vehicles present near airport exits could be driven by persons who do not possess the official Taxi or Rental
authorization, and the fare demanded could be higher; in any case these rates are beyond the City of Rome's control.
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Taxies are available in front of Arrival Terminal2. The cost of the taxi service is 30 euro from Ciampino
airport (inclusive of luggage, for a maximum of four passengers) for all destinations within the Aurelian
Walls delimiting the central area of the city (see the map below). The cost of the service is the same for the
opposite direction also, going from Rome to Fiumicino or Ciampino airports. For destinations outside of the
central area of the city, the cost will be indicated by the taximeter, to which the luggage fee must be added.
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Vehicles providing the City of Rome taxi service are white and have a "TAXI" sign on their roof, as well as an identifying number on their
doors, on the rear, and inside the vehicle. WARNING: Do not trust people who approach you offering taxies: they are more often than not
unauthorized. Any other vehicles present near airport exits could be driven by persons who do not possess the official Taxi or Rental
authorization, and the fare demanded could be higher; in any case these rates are beyond the City of Rome's control.
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